
YEAR 9 TEXTILES – COSMOS WALLET

A. KEY EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS

Machine 
Thread

Machine thread is 
specifically used for 
sewing on the 
sewing machine. 

Heat
Transfer 
Paint

A specialist type of
ink that when 
applied to fabric 
with heat & 
pressure will 
transfer the image. 

Bonda-
web

A double sided iron 
on adhesive that 
enables you to bond 
two fabrics together 
quickly. 

Heat 
Press

The heat press is a 
machine used to 
transfer images 
onto fabric using 
heat and pressure. 

C. KEY WORDS

• Applique: is the process of APPLYING one fabric 
onto another in a decorative way. There are 
different types, such as raw edge applique and satin 
stitch applique. 

• Bagging Out: A construction technique where you 
sew your fabric pieces inside out and then turn 
everything the right way around. This ensures seam 
allowance is on the inside of the product/garment.

• CAD: Computer Aided Design. A design is created on 
the computer. 

• Heat Transfer Printing: A decorative technique 
where a design can be thermally transferred onto 
fabric using specialist inks. 

• Marbling: A decorative technique where inks are 
suspended in a thickened liquid and then carefully 
transferred onto fabric. 

• Seam: A line where two pieces are sewn together.
• Seam Allowance: Is the area between stitching and 

the raw cut edge of the fabric. It allows a seam to be 
made and the standard measurement is 1.5cm.

E. HEALTH & SAFETY

1. Always remove your blazer & tie long hair back in 
practical lessons. 

2. Ensure that you carry fabric shears and scissors 
down by your side.

3. Wear an apron when you are using paints, inks or 
dyes.

4. Do not talk when you are using a sewing machine, 
you must concentrate.

5. Be careful with pins and needles. Put them away 
after use. 

6. Always stand the iron up and switch it off when you 
have finished. 

D. SEAMS

A seam is made when two pieces of fabric 
are sewn together. The most common type 
is a plain seam. 
There are many different types of seams. 
The one you use depends on the fabric type 
and the product you are marking.  

B. APPLIQUE

Raw Edge Applique: 
A straight stitch is 
used to secure the 
shape in position. 
The edges of the 
applique are left 
raw. 

Satin Stitch 
Applique: A zig zag 
stitch is used to sew 
around the shape 
and secure it. This is 
sewn over several 
times to create a 
small ridge and 
prevents fraying. 

Cut Back/Reverse 
Applique: A 
contrasting fabric is 
placed behind the 
top fabric. A shape 
is sewn, the top 
fabric is then cut 
away to reveal the 
fabric underneath. 

Remember: 
The standard 
seam 
allowance 
measurement 
is 1.5cm



Possible Tasks & Questions to Help Support Your Learning

Section A – Answer the questions

1. What two elements are needed for heat transfer ink to 
print (transfer) onto fabric? 

2. What is bondaweb?

3. What is bondaweb used for? 

4. What do we use to mark out onto fabric? 

5. Why are fabric shears not used for paper? 

6. What is the heat press used for? 

Section B – Answer the questions

1. What stitch is used for a raw edge applique? 

2. What stitch is used for a satin stitch applique? 

3. Why might a satin stitch applique be more secure? 

4. What is another name for a cut back applique? 

5. Describe how a cut back applique is made. 

6. What can be used to help secure an applique (raw edge or satin stitch) before 
sewing? 

Section C – Complete the missing words or descriptions

1. Applique

2. Is the area between stitching and the raw cut edge of the fabric. It allows a seam to be made and the standard 
measurement is 1.5cm.

3. CAD

4. Bagging Out

5. A decorative technique where inks are suspended in a thickened liquid and then carefully transferred onto fabric. 

6. A decorative technique where a design can be thermally transferred onto fabric using specialist inks

Section D – Answer the questions

1. What is a seam? 

2. What is the most common type of seam? 

3. What is the standard seam allowance measurement? 

4. What side of the fabric should be facing each other when you sew a seam? 

5. Challenge: A flat felled seam is commonly used on what type of fabric?

6. Challenge: A French seam is commonly used on what type of fabric? 

Recap Task – Label the parts of the sewing machine


